
GSDCSA members comp sunday 11/4/21
Thank you to the club and committee for the invitation to judge and for their hospitality, I had a very
enjoyable weekend. Thank you in particular to John Delucia, Kiara Stacey, Peter Flynn, Judy
O’loughlin, ring stewards; Marilyn Cooke, Kiara Stacey and Jane Pike and to stenographers Gail Groen
and Jane Pike.

The weather was great and as always, rings in immaculate condition. With 55 entries and 4
scratchings meant there were 51 animals exhibited on the day. This comprised of 9 long stock coat
females, 7 long stock coat males, 28 stock coat females and 7 stock coat males. The show was well
organised with good transition between classes (swapping between stock coat and long stock coat)
enabling a good flow of the entire show.

With classes not relatively large, it is difficult to comment on common virtues and faults. However,
overall, classes were well above average quality. Generally, animals exhibited were well within the
desired standard of size and often correct medium size and had correct dentition. Three animals in
the show were measured above the desired size, but within the range for awarding of the highest
grading. All animals gained the highest grading possible for their age and class. Animals on the whole
showed good colour and pigmentation, were presented in good coat and condition and had good
firmness of hocks and elbows. Some animals though of very good or excellent type were loose in
ligaments and were unable to maintain their overlines.

A highlight for me was the open dog class stock coat and long stock coat, although small in numbers
had much depth of quality. The stock coat winner (Lenin v Grafenberg) was a glamorous dog,
showing much harmony and balance maintaining his outline throughout the class. In open dog long
stock, all three males were far above average quality with the eventual winner (Ch. Vonpeta
Qwackawoody) showing slightly better fore reach, was shown in excellent condition, beating his
father who was in second place (Ch. Leberhine Jeronimoe).

First open stock coat bitch (Kaperville White Diamond) was mother to second place (Gewalt Party
Like A Rockstar). Interestingly, my 2nd place open dog stock coat (Gewalt Tennesse drummer) was the
sire of 2nd baby bitch, 1st Minor bitch LSC, 1st and 2nd junior bitch, 3rd and 5th inter bitch and 1st minor
dog. All displayed very similar type, proportions and overall firmness. The two open long stock coat
females were both graded excellent, with slight differences in length and angle of upper arm and
firmness of hocks but were both top notch. A special mention must go to the junior bitch long stock
coat, a lovely female, who I hope will continue on to have a great show career and I will watch with
interest.

Thank you for those who entered and exhibited, it was a very enjoyable day with great
sportsmanship.

Kurt
Stock Coat Long Stock Coat

Males Females Males Females

Entered Exhibited Entered Exhibited Entered Exhibited Entered Exhibited

Baby 4 4VP

Minor 1 1VP 7 6VP 1 1VP 2 2VP

Puppy 1 1VG

Junior 1 1VG 7 7VG 1 1VG 2 2VG

Intermediate 5 5VG 2 2VG 2 2VG

Open 6 5Ex 8 6Ex 3 3Ex 2 2Ex



8 7 31 28 7 7 9 9

BABY PUPPY BITCH (SC)

1st VP GEWALT ARAMIS 5100121717 DOB:15/12/2020
Sire:Salvatore V Grafenwald (Imp Ger)SZ2343869
Dam:Hinterhaus Persephone5100072647
Bdr: Exh Exh:Gewalt Kennels

3.5 Months

2nd VP GEWALT SWEDISH INNUENDO 5100121713 DOB:13/11/2020
Sire:Gewalt Tennessee Drummer (Ai)5100093559
Dam:Olexius VeraSE25024/2016
Bdr: Gewalt Kennels Exh:Gewalt Kennels & S Thorp

4.5 Months

3rd VP TONAKER AVA 5100121361 DOB:1/12/2020
Sire:Esko Von Den Zwei SteinenSZ2304294
Dam:Tonaker Gabbi5100089571
Bdr: Tonaker Kennels Exh:Tonaker Kennels, M&L Brodie

4 Months

4th VP DREAMSTAR OOZING WITH CHARM 5100121980 DOB:7/12/2020
Sire:Ch Sundaneka Young Gun2100392822
Dam:Wandarrak Illyana5100090916
Bdr: Exh Exh:Sandra Pilgrim

4 Months

MINOR PUPPY BITCH (LSC)

1st VP LEPPSDORF MYSTIC MYRAH 5100120862 DOB:8/10/2020
Sire:Gewalt Tennessee Drummer5100093559
Dam:Tonaker Hayley5100090689
Bdr: Linda Hume Exh:C Rayner S Knowles

6 Months

2nd VP ALIMANDA JUST MY STYLE 5100120085 DOB:14/9/2020
Sire:Ch Smooth Operatot "Az"5100093888
Dam:Ch Alimanda Qardashian "Az"5100090317
Bdr: Exh Exh:Alimanda Kennels

6.5 Months

MINOR PUPPY BITCH (SC)



1st VP VONPETA ZAP 5100119772 DOB:9/8/2020
Sire: *Ch Leberhine Joker AZ 5100097450
Dam: Ch Vonpeta Bettabegood AZ  5100086948
Bdr: P Damarell Exh:R & D Evans

8 Months
2nd VP VONPETA ZIP 5100119771 DOB:9/8/2020
Sire:*Ch Leberhine Joker AZ 5100097430
Dam:Ch Vonpeta Bettabegood AZ 5100086948
Bdr: Exh Exh:Pn Damarell
8 Months

3rd VP RHOSYN JAZZ TAPERSTRY 5100119184 DOB:23/7/2020
Sire:*Babenberg Sebastian (AI) AZ2100107050
Dam:*Rhosyn Vantara AZ510095840
Bdr: Exh Exh:Collins SJ & Mrs C

8.5 Months
4th VP STELLIKO EDGE OF HEAVEN 5100121521 DOB:17/9/2020
Sire:Ypsilon Di Casa CaputiLER/ACOA 18838
Dam:Stelliko Aint No Stoppin Us5100090150
Bdr: Exh Exh:Stelliko Kennels

6.5 Months

5th VP ALIMANDA INDISCREET MEETIMG 5100120088 DOB:11/9/2020
Sire:Ypsilon Di Casa Caputi (Imp Deu)LER/ACOA18838
Dam:Alimanda Tickled Pink "Az"5100095633
Bdr: Exh Exh:Alimanda Kennels

7 Months

6th VP TAURORN EYES ON THE PRIZE 5100119425 DOB:24/7/2020
Sire:Uk Ch Conbhairean Freddie (Imp Uk)2931CX
Dam:Ch Taurorn Va Va Voom5100096812
Bdr: Gail Wellman Exh:Gail & Maddison Wellman

8.5 Months

SCR DREAMSTAR NATURAL BEAUTY 5100119753 DOB:24/7/2020
Sire:Dreamstar Elementary5100075333
Dam:Dreamstar Khaleesi5100104662
Bdr: Exh Exh:Sandra Pilgrim

8.5 Months   SCR

PUPPY BITCH (LSC)

1st VP FREINHAUF LEYRA 6100123471 DOB:17/5/2020
Sire:Uk Ch. Conbhairean Freddie (Imp Uk)2931CX
Dam:Freinhauf Fire Fly Zoe6100100094
Bdr: Mr K R & R T & Mr C A Knuckey Exh:Mrs H De Luca & J Carter



10.5 Months

JUNIOR BITCH (LSC)

1st VG TAURORN CANT FAZE CHELLE 5100115930 DOB:4/1/2020
Sire:Uk Ch Conbhairean Freddie2931CX
Dam:Taurorn Take That5100084196
Bdr: G Wellman Exh:S Pilgrim & G Wellman

1 Year 3 Months.  57/26.  Medium size, strong and substantial, black and gold female of
excellent type and proportions. Strong yet feminine head, dark masking. Very good length of
neck, high wither, firm back, very good length, just slightly steep croup. Very good fore and
hindquarter angulation, very good underchest, stands correct in front.  Steps slightly wide
going, correct coming.  In movement shows very good reach and drive, maintaining a firm
outline. Presented in excellent condition.

2nd VG CH VONPETA VENI VIDI VICI AZ 5100115429 DOB:18/12/2019
Sire:Ch *Leberhine Jeronimoe AZ 5100097433
Dam:Ch *Vonpeta Grace N Beauty  AZ 5100094770
Bdr: Peter Damarell Exh:Vondoussa Kennels

1 Year 3.5 Months.  58/28 Medium size, medium strong, substantial sable female of very
good type and slightly compact proportions. Strong yet feminine head. Good neck, level
wither, firm back, slightly short, slightly steep croup, very good length and angle of upper
arm, balanced hind and slightly short underchest. Steps correct going, elbows to firm
coming.  Does not stand quite correct in front.  In movement shows good balance with good
drive, ideally the reach could be freer.

JUNIOR BITCH (SC)

1st VG GEWALT DOMINO AZ 5100117695 DOB:4/2/2020
Sire:*Gewalt Tennessee Drummer (Ai) Az5100093559
Dam:*Kaperville A Sassy Woman Az6100087186
Bdr: Exh Exh:Gewalt Kennels

1 Year 2 Months  60/27.5  Large, medium strong black and gold female of excellent type and
proportions.  Feminine head. Good neck high wither firm back very good length and lay of
croup.  Very good fore and hind angulations with very good underchest.  Steps correct going.
Correct coming.  In movement shows very good balance with very good reach and drive
maintaining a firm outline.

2nd VG VONDELRAE CHA CHA CHA AZ 5100115573 DOB:14/12/2019
Sire:Gewalt Tennessee Drummer5100093559
Dam:Winola Lana Delrey4100222182
Bdr: Exh Exh:J & L Phillis

1 Year 3.5 Months  61.5/29.5 oversize, substantial black and gold bitch of very good type
and proportions.  Strong yet feminine head.  Very good length of neck into a high wither.
Firm back slightly steep croup of good length. Good fore and good hind angulation.  Slightly



short in underchest. Steps slightly wide going and narrow coming.  Shows balanced
movement with good reach and drive maintaining a firm outline.

3rd VG LEBERHINE VIENNA 5100115990 DOB:3/1/2020
Sire:Leberhine Joker5100097430
Dam:Leberhine Babe5100074652
Bdr: Leberhine Exh:M Beckett

1 Year 3 Months  60/27.5 Large, substantial, black and gold female of very good type and
proportions. Strong head. Good neck into a level wither. Well laid slightly short croup.  Good
fore and hind quarter angulation with good length of underchest.  Steps correct going.
Correct coming elbows still to tighten.  Shows very good balanced movement.

4th VG LEPPSDORF LOLITTA 51000117308 DOB:26/2/2020
Sire:*Babenberg Ollie Az5100094195
Dam:*Leppsdorf Chi Chi Az5100097474
Bdr: Exh Exh:Miss Linda Hume

1 Year 1.5 Months  57/26  Medium size, medium strong, richly coloured black and gold
female of very good type and proportions.  Expressive, feminine head with dark masking.
Good neck into level wither firm back.  Slightly short but well laid croup. Good fore where the
upper arm could be longer vg hindquarter.  Very good underchest.  Steps correct coming and
going. Shows balanced movement where at times wither could be better maintained and the
reach more pronounced.

5th VG SHEPROSE YOUR JUST SPECIAL 5100117112 DOB:12/3/2020
Sire:Djambo Vom FitchenschlagSz2274978
Dam:Sheprose Royal Hope5100101275
Bdr: Beryl Owen Exh:Beryl J Owen

1 Year 1 Month  61/28  Very large, medium strong, black and gold female of very good type
feminine head with good masking good neck high wither firm back slightly short and slightly
steep croup.  Good fore and hind quarter angulation. Very good length of underchest.  Steps
wide going elbows still to firm. Shows balanced movement however, has tendency to hold
herself upright.

6th VG CONKASHA RAINBOW STAR 2100530450 DOB:5/12/2019
Sire:Asterhund Ozzie Anzac5100075527
Dam:Conkasha Wild Dancer2100390981
Bdr: Mr T Devine/ Exh:van Groen CM & Mrs GP

1 Year 4 Months.  59/27 Large, medium strong, black and gold female of very good type and
proportions. Feminine head with dark masking. Level wither, firm back slightly short and
slightly steep croup. Good fore where the upper arm could be longer and better angled.
Very good hind quarter angulation. Slightly short in underchest. Steps slightly wide going and
coming. Shows balanced movement.

7th VG ALIMANDA FAME N FORTUNE 5100116412 DOB:14/1/2020
Sire:Ypsilon Di Casa Caputi18838
Dam:Alimanda Shes The One5100093890
Bdr: Alimanda Kennels Exh:Mr N Percival & Ms A Johnson



1 Year 2.5 Months  60/28 Large, substantial, black and gold female very good type and
proportions.  Feminine head with dark masking and medium eye.  Good length of neck high
wither firm back.  Well laid slightly short croup with a high tailset.  Good fore where the upper
arm could be longer and better angled.   Good hind quarter. Good length of underchest.
Steps wide going with hocks to firm. Correct coming. Shows very movement where ideally
the outline could be better maintained.

INTERMEDIATE BITCH (LSC)

1st VG GERMULF MONAVEEN WOLFIE AZ 5100114105 DOB:11/9/2019
Sire:Rimerini Expect The Unexpected2100461968
Dam:Schaeferhund Stacey3100336398
Bdr: Germulf Kennels Exh:Ms T Stacey

1 Year 7 Months.  59/27.  Large, medium strong, substantial, black and gold female of very
good type and proportions. Strong yet feminine head. Good length of neck, high wither, firm
back, slightly steep croup of good length, very good fore and hindquarter angulation, very
good underchest. Steps wide going with hocks to firm, correct coming. In movement shows a
good reach and drive. Presented out of coat.

2nd VG ALIMANDA EVIE LETYA HAIR HANGDOWN 5100113958 DOB:23/8/2019
Sire:Aust Ch Eroica Catch Me If You Can5100077759
Dam:Aust Ch Beatrae Xfavorite5100098226
Bdr: Exh Exh:Alimanda Kennels

1 Year 7.5 Months  59.5/28, Large, strong and substantial, black & gold long stock female of
very good type and proportions. Strong head, with dark eyes and masking. Good neck, level
wither, slightly steep croup of good length, good fore where the upper arm could be longer
and better angled, good hindquarter and very good underchest. Steps correct going, correct
coming, hocks to firm, does not stand correct in front. In movement shows good reach and
drive where she should be firmer overall and the sequence of steps maintained better.

INTERMEDIATE BITCH (SC)

1st VG STELLIKO CANT BACK DOWN 5100112345 DOB:1/5/2019
Sire:Conbhairean Freddie2931CX
Dam:Keedara Portuguese Tart5100074590
Bdr: M & L Brodie Exh:M&L Brodie

1 Year 11.5 Months  58/27  Above medium size, medium strong black and gold female of
very good type and proportions. Ideally the colour and saddle markings could be more
pronounced. Feminine head. Good length of neck into high wither, firm back with a slight
peak. Very good length and lay of the croup.  Good fore where the upper arm could be
longer and better angled very good hindquarter.  Good length of underchest.  Steps wide
going.  Elbows to firm coming.  Shows very good movement with very good reach and drive.
Maintained a firm outline.



2nd VG TONAKER VIOLETTE AZ 5100114219 DOB:7/9/2019
Sire:*Ch Calle v Westervenn a ED Hneg (Imp Deu)SZ2281138
Dam:*Tonaker Bindi AZ5100077780
Bdr: Exh Exh:Tonaker Kennels

1 Year  6 Months  60/29  Large, medium strong, black and gold female of very good type and
proportions.  Feminine head where the underjaw could be stronger. Good neck high wither
firm back slightly steep croup of good length.  Slightly high tail set.  Very good fore where the
upper could be longer.   Very good hindquarter. Good underchest.  Steps correct going and
coming.  In movement shows very good sequence of steps with very good reach and drive.

3rd VG BRUANGIE DIVINE MISS DELILA AZ 5100112775 DOB:14/6/2019
Sire:*Gewalt Tennessee Drummer (AI) AZ5100093559
Dam:*Alimanda Infinite Dreams AZ5100080032
Bdr: Exh Exh:Corlett Mrs V

1 Year 10 Months  62/27 Oversize, strong and substantial, black and gold female of good
type and proportions.  Feminine head with dark eye. Good neck. Level wither firm back with
a slight peak. Well laid but short croup.  Good fore where the upper arm should be longer
and better angled very good hind.  Slightly short underchest.  Steps correct coming and
going. Shows very good ground covering movement with very good reach and drive.

4th VG STELLIKO CHARMED ONE AZ 5100112346 DOB:1/5/2019
Sire:*UK Ch Conbhairean Freddie a ED Hneg (Imp UK)2931CX
Dam:*Keedara Portuguese Tart AZ5100074590
Bdr: Brodie Mrs L & Miss M Exh:van Groen C & Mrs G/Brodie Miss M & Mrs L

1 Year 11.5 months  60.5/28.5 Very large, medium strong, black and gold female of very
good type and proportions. Ideally the saddle marks could be more pronounced.  Feminine
head. Good neck level wither firm back, slightly short but well laid croup.  Very good fore and
good hind. Slightly short underchest.  Steps slightly wide going correct coming.  Shows
enthusiastic movement with good reach and drive.

5th VG GEWALT PINK PANTHER AZ 5100113582 DOB:17/7/2019
Sire:*Gewalt Tennessee Drummer (Ai) Az5100093559
Dam:Gewalt Diamond In The Rough Az5100089906
Bdr: Exh Exh:Gewalt Kennels

1 Year 8.5 Months  57/27  Medium size, medium strong, black and gold female of good type
and proportions. Feminine head. Good neck, level wither. Slightly short and slightly steep
croup.  Good fore where the upper arm should be longer and better angled.  Very good hind
quarter.  Slightly short in underchest.  Steps wide going, correct coming.  Shows good
movement where the reach and drive should be more pronounced.

OPEN BITCH (LSC)



1st Ex *WILDHERTZ LETS DREAM BIG AZ 1500102724 DOB:28/10/2017
Sire:Ch Eroica Erotic Erik Az5100090515
Dam:Ch Arkahla You Lookin At Me Az5100080691
Bdr: C Beckett Exh:J & L Phillis

3 Years 5.5 Months  60/28, Large, substantial, black & gold long stock female female of very
good type. Strong yet feminine head, where the right ear tips in slightly. Very good length of
neck, level wither, firm back, good lay, slightly short croup. Very good fore and hindquarter
angulation, very good length of underchest. Steps slightly wide going, correct coming. In
movement shows very good sequence of steps with very good reach and drive maintaining a
firm outline.

2nd Ex *CH KHAYEM ODETTE AZ 2100437780 DOB:27/9/2015
Sire:Gerry Vom Schacher (Imp Deu)SZ2242827
Dam:Khayem Je Ne Sais Quoi2100335581
Bdr: Exh Exh:Vivien Drummond

5 years 6.5 Months  60/ 28 Large black and gold long stock coat female of very good type
and proportions, strong yet feminine head, medium eye. Good neck, high wither, firm back,
slightly short, slightly steep croup, very good fore and hindquarter angulations. Does not
stand correct in front, hocks and elbows are yet to firm. In movement shows very good
sequence of steps with very good reach and drive.

OPEN BITCH (SC)

1st Ex *KAPERVILLE WHITE DIAMOND AZ 6100092678 DOB:11/4/2015
Sire:*Ch Schaeferhund Xesko Az Dm Clear3100276038
Dam:*Hinterhaus Persephone Az Dm Clear5100072647
Bdr: Akbk Exh:Gewalt Kennels & L Hume

6 Years.  58/27, above medium size, medium strong richly coloured black & gold female of
excellent type and proportions. Feminine head with dark eyes. Very good length of neck,
high wither, firm back, slightly short, but well moulded croup. Good fore where the upper arm
could be longer, very good hindquarter angulation, good underchest. Steps slightly wide
going, correct coming. In movement shows much enthusiasm with very good reach and
drive, maintaining a firm outline. Presented in very firm and dry condition.

2nd Ex  *GEWALT PARTY LIKE A ROCKSTAR AZ 5100102789 DOB:11/11/2017
Sire:Djambo Vom Fichtenschlag (Imp Deu)SZ2274978
Dam:*Kaperville White Diamond Az6100092678
Bdr: Mr S Crozier Exh:Mr S Crozier & Mrs L Quinn

3 Years 5 Months.  60/27, Worn molars and canines. Large, medium strong, black and gold
female of very good type and proportions. Feminine head. Good neck, level wither, slightly
steep croup of good length, good fore where the upper arm could be longer and better
angled, good hindquarter angulation, good underchest. Steps wide going, correct coming. In
movement shows very good sequence of steps with very good reach and drive, maintaining
a good outline. Presented not in the best coat condition.



3rd Ex *RHOSYN DAINTY AFFAIR (AI) AZ 5100109176 DOB:9/12/2018
Sire:*Rudy v Haus Edmond a ED (Imp Swe)CORA 28172-15/166
Dam:*Rhosyn Taynted Affair AZ5100094204
Bdr: Exh Exh:Collins SJ & Mrs C

2 Years 4 Months.  60/28, Large, medium strong, substantial, black and gold female of very
good type and proportions. Strong yet feminine head. Good neck, level wither, slightly short
well moulded croup, good fore where the upper arm could be better angled, very good
hindquarter, good underchest, slightly high tail set. Steps slightly wide going, correct coming.
In movement shows much enthusiasm enthusiasti with very good reach and drive.
Presented in lovely coat condition.

4th Ex *ALIMANDA TICKLED PINK AZ 5100095633
DOB:9/10/2016
Sire:Ch Xaro Von Der Plassenburg (Imp Deu)SZ2259567
Dam:Ch Alimanda Grey's Anatomy "Az"5100074988
Bdr: Exh Exh:Alimanda Kennels

4 Years 7 Months.  61.5/28, Oversize, strong and substantial, sable female of very good type
and proportions. Strong head, medium eye, good neck, held slightly erect, high wither, well
laid, slightly short croup. Good fore where the upper arm should be much longer and better
angled, slightly deep hindquarter angulation, praiseworthy length of underchest. Steps
slightly wide going, hocks to firm, correct coming elbows to firm. In movement shows very
good reach and drive, where the ligaments should be firmer.

5th Ex   *DELAFORCE ROYAL ROOKIE (AI) AZ 5100102837 DOB:6/10/2017
Sire:Uk Ch Conbhairean Freddie (Imp Uk)2931CX-SEM
Dam:Ch Grandwest Queenie6100082029
Bdr: Delaforce Kennels Exh:I & M Cooke

3 Years 6 Months.  58/27 Above medium size, medium strong black and gold female of very
good type and proportions. Strong yet feminine head, very good length of neck, high wither,
well laid, slightly short croup, slightly high tail set, good fore where the upper arm could be
better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, good underchest. Steps wide going, wide
coming. In movements shows good reach and drive.

6th Ex *TONAKER GABBI AZ 5100089571 DOB:2/9/2015
Sire:*Esko ad Haus Zygadto a ED (Imp Deu)SZ2232859
Dam:*Tonaker X Ana AZ5100071304
Bdr: Exh Exh:Tonaker Kennels

5 Years 7 Months.  57/27, Medium size, substantial, black and gold female, of good type,
strong yet feminine head. Very good length of neck, level wither, slightly short, slightly steep
croup, high tail set. Good fore where the upper arm could be longer, very good hindquarter
and underchest. Steps correct coming and going. In movement shows very good sequence
of steps, with balanced reach and drive where the ligaments should be firmer overall.

SCR *RHOSYN CALLES SHOW GIRL AZ 5100106332 DOB:25/5/2018
Sire:Ch. Calle Vom Westervenn Ipo2Sz2281138



Dam:Rhosyn Taperstry5100065237
Bdr: Mr S & Mrs C Collins Exh:Tracy Jones / Mr S & Mrs C Collins

2 Years 10.5 Months.

SCR *RHOSYN EZY PEEZIE AZ 5100109800 DOB:2/1/2019
Sire:*Vadim v Aureluis a ED (Imp Deu)SZ2278969
Dam:*Rhosyn Uber Dancer AZ5100095089
Bdr: Exh Exh:Collins SJ & Mrs C

2 Years 3 Months.

BEST BITCH (LONG STOCK COAT) *WILDHERTZ LETS DREAM BIG AZ

BEST BITCH (STOCK COAT) *KAPERVILLE WHITE DIAMOND AZ

MINOR PUPPY DOG (LSC)

1st VP VONDELRAE EVERYBODY RISE (AI) 5100120541 DOB:26/9/2020
Sire:Hornet Box-Dogs Ipo (Pol)PKR.I77735-SEM
Dam:*Wildhertz Let’S Dream Big Az5100102724
Bdr: Exh Exh:J & L Phillis

6.5 Months

MINOR PUPPY DOG (SC)

1st VP LEPPSDORF KOBE BE MANIKATO 5100120858 DOB:8/10/2020
Sire:*Gewalt Tennessee Drummer Az51000093559
Dam:*Tonaker Hayley Az5100090689
Bdr: Miss Linda Hume Exh:Mr M Donnellan

6 Months

JUNIOR DOG (LSC)

1st VG STOLZERHUND REMEMBER ME 5100114856 DOB:23/10/2019
Sire:*Ch Sundaneka Young Gun2100392822
Dam:*Stolzerhund Miss Demeanor5100096620
Bdr: Exh Exh:Mrs L Quinn

1 Year 5.5 Months.  66/31.  Very large, black and gold long stock coat male of very good
type and proportions. Strong masculine head with good masking, good neck, high wither,
firm back, slightly short croup, good fore and very good hindquarter angulation and very



good underchest, does not stand correct in front. Steps correct going hocks to firm, correct
coming. In movement shows very good sequence of steps with good ground coverage.

JUNIOR DOG (SC)

1st VG RHOSYN IVAN 5100117290 DOB:3/4/2020
Sire:*NZ Ch Veneze Ricardo AZ (Imp NZ)AS00178202
Dam:*Rhosyn Uber Dancer AZ5100095089
Bdr: Collins SJ & Mrs C Exh:Smallman Ms T

1 Year.  66/30, very large, strong and substantial black and gold male, of good type and
slightly compact proportions. Strong masculine head, with narrow ear set. Good length of
neck, level wither, slight roach on topline, steep croup of good length. Good fore where the
upper arm could be better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, very good underchest,
does not stand correct in front. Steps correct going, sightly narrow coming, forechest still to
develop. In movement shows very good sequence of steps, where the reach and drive
should be more expansive.

INTERMEDIATE DOG (LSC)

1st VG CH ALIMANDA EXCUSE ME A.Z. 5100113954 DOB:23/8/2019
Sire:Eroica Catch Me If You Can  5100077759
Dam:Beautrae  Xfavourite  5100098226
Bdr: Alimanda Kennels Exh:Rod Coombes

1 Year 7.5 months.  66/29, Very large, strong and substantial, black and gold long stock coat
male of excellent and proportions. Strong masculine head, dark eye and very good masking.
Good neck, level wither, very good length and lay of croup, very good fore and hindquarter
angulation, very good underchest, does not stand correct in front. Steps slightly wide going,
hocks to firm, close coming and elbows still yet to firm. In movement shows very good reach
and drive maintaining a very good sequence of steps however, the ligaments should be
firmer.

1st VG GERMULF BACARDI VONBEN AZ 5100034034 DOB:11/9/2019
Sire:*Rimerini Expect The Unexpected  2100461979
Dam:Schaeferhund Stacey  3100336398
Bdr: Germulf Kennels Exh:Kiara Stacey

1 Year 7 Months.  64.5/29, Above medium size, medium strong, substantial black and gold
long stock coat male of very good type and proportions. Good head, dark masking. Good
neck, level wither, slightly short, slightly steep croup, good fore and hindquarter angulation,
slightly short underchest, does not stand correct in front. Steps correct going, elbows to firm
coming. In movement shows very good sequence of steps, where the reach and drive could
be more pronounced.



OPEN DOG (LSC)

1st Ex *CH VONPETA QWACKAWOODY AZ 5100108488 DOB:14/10/2018
Sire:Ch *Leberhine Jeronimoe Az5100097433
Dam:Ch *Vonpeta Grace N Beauty Az5100094770
Bdr: P Damarell And J Pike Exh:Vondoussa Kennels

2 years 5.5 Months.  63/29 Medium size, medium strong, substantial sable male of very
good type and proportion. Strong head, good neck, level wither, firm back, slight peak, very
good length and lay of the croup. Good fore where the upper arm could be better angled,
very good hindquarter, slightly short underchest. Does not stand correct in front. Steps
correct coming and going. In movement shows very good sequence of steps and very good
reach and drive maintaining firm outline. Presented in very good coat condition.

2nd Ex *CH LEBERHINE JERONIMOE AZ 5100097433 DOB:2/1/2017
Sire:Ch Xaro Von Der Plassenburgsz2259567
Dam:Ch Leberhine  Umeeko5100077038
Bdr: Leberhine Kennels Exh:Vivien Drummond

4 years 3 months.  64/29.5 above medium size black and gold long stock coat male of very
good type and proportions, strong head, good masking, good neck, held slightly erect. High
wither, slight peak, well laid slightly short croup Good fore where the upper arm could be
better angled and very good hindquarter angulation, slightly short underchest. Does not
stand correct in front. Steps correct going, slightly close coming. In movement shows very
good sequence of steps with very good reach and drive maintaining firm outline.

3rd Ex   *RIMERINI EXPECT THE UNEXPECTED AZ 2100461968 DOB:9/10/2016
Sire:Astasia Paca4100190308
Dam:Grand Rimerini Always And Forever2100366102
Bdr: M Porter Exh:Ms T Stacey

4 Years 6 months.  64.5/29, Above medium size, medium strong, substantial black and gold
lsc male of very good type and proportions. Strong head with dark masking. Good neck,
level wither, slight peak on topline, well laid, slightly short croup. Good fore where the upper
arm could be slightly better angled, slightly deep hindquarter angulation, good underchest.
Does not stand correct in front. Steps slightly narrow going, correct coming. In movement
shows very good reach and drive maintaining good sequence of steps, presented in very
good coat condition.

OPEN DOG (SC)

1st Ex *LENIN VD GRAFENBERG a ED (Imp Deu) SZ2339016 DOB:15/9/2017
Sire:*Pepe v Bordental a EDSZ2313021
Dam:*Tatoo vd Grafenburg a EDSZ2314472
Bdr: Bahr C Exh:Collins Mrs C & DeLucia J



3 Years 7 Months.  64/28.5, above medium size, strong and substantial, richly coloured black
and gold male, of excellent type and proportions. Strong masculine head, dark masking and
eye. Very good length of neck, high wither, slightly steep short croup good length. Very good
fore and hindquarter angulation and very good underchest. Steps correct coming and going.
In movement shows very good sequence of steps with very good reach and drive. Presented
in very good condition.

2nd Ex *GEWALT TENNESSEE DRUMMER  (AI) AZ 5100093559 DOB:28/4/2016
Sire:Va *Xavi V Tronje Ger Ad Ger Bh Ipo2SZ2272412
Dam:*Ch Hinterhaus French Tennessee Az Et Dm Clear6100059577
Bdr: Exh Exh:Gewalt Kennels

4 Years 11.5 Months.  66/30 Very large, strong masculine black and gold male of excellent
type and proportions. Strong masculine head, with dark eye, good mask. Very good length of
neck, high wither firm back, well laid but short croup, good fore where the upper arm should
be longer and slightly better angled, very good hindquarter, very good underchest. Steps
correct going, correct coming. In movement shows very good sequence of steps with very
good reach and drive, maintaining firm outline, presented in very good coat condition.

3rd Ex *CH LEBERHINE JOKER AZ 5100097430 DOB:2/1/2017
Sire:Ch Xaro Von Der Plassenburg (Imp Deu)SZ2259567
Dam:*Ch Leberhine Umeeko5100077038
Bdr: Exh Exh:R&D Evans

4 Years 3 Months.  66/31.5, very large, medium strong, substantial richly coloured black and
gold male of very good type and proportions, strong head, very good length of neck, carried
erect. High wither, slightly short but well laid croup, very good fore where the upper arm
could be better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, good underchest. Steps correct
going, correct coming. In movement shows very good sequence of steps, maintaining a firm
outline however has a tendency to paddle in front.

4th Ex *BABENBERG SEBASTIAN A Z 5100107050 DOB:3/7/2018
Sire:*Nz Ch. Veneze Ricardo A ZA 500178202
Dam:*Babenberg Jasmina  A Z5100069280
Bdr: Exh Exh:Babenberg Kennels

2 Years 9 Months.  66/30, very large, masculine, substantial black and gold male, of very
good type and proportions. Strong head, dark eye and good mask. Good neck, high wither ,
slightly short and slightly steep croup, very good fore where the upper arm could be better
angled, very good hindquarter and good underchest. Steps correct coming and going. In
movement shows very good sequence of steps with good reach and drive.

5th Ex *CH. JAKLEM COURAGE UNDER FIRE AZ 5100012521 DOB:18/11/2015
Sire:Ch Alimanda Fire Walker (Ai)5100074495
Dam:Jaklem Angelina J510006728
Bdr: Mrs Jane Grigson Exh:Neil Percival

5 Years 4.5 Months.  62/28, worn premolars, Medium size, just medium strong black and
gold male of good type and very good proportions. Ideally the colour and saddle markings
could be more pronounced. Good head, which could be more stronger overall, particularly
the underjaw. Good neck, high wither, firm back, slightly short but well moulded croup, good
fore where the upper arm should be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter



angulation, short underchest. Steps correct going, elbows to firm coming. In movement
shows very good sequence of steps with good ground coverage maintaining a firm outline.

SCR *ALWIN VOM HAUS NESGEN a ED SZ2343294 DOB:16/2/2018
Sire:Hugh Vom EichenplazSZ2279409
Dam:Wickivom GilkauertalSZ2306175
Bdr: Natasha Nesgen Exh:S Pittelli P Flynn

3 Years 1.5 Months.  6

BEST DOG (LONG STOCK COAT) *CH VONPETA QWACKAWOODY AZ

BEST DOG (STOCK COAT) *LENIN VD GRAFENBERG a ED (Imp Deu)


